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DISCUSSION violence to prevent it being changed) andJ
A_r¢p1y to Tom and Pau1,s articles... among the former we have to distinguish s

 - between those can change society (the workin
Tom wants to jettison what he terms the class) and those who can only help.Tom's
"traditions" and "dogmas" of anarQhi$m5 he idea that "anyone can be an agent of social
thinkS "tired Old Bakunintst idO&S“ are Qhfiflge" is thoroughly unrealistic and

, .

redundant. In other WOPQS h6 wants empty completely unworkable in pragtice (dg we
anarchism of its content and retain only the take our propaganda for an end to private
name. Why the fascination with the name? proporty and privilege into the homes of th~
If his ideas are so original and.up-to-the- lrich? Do we take our propaganda for an end
minute Why d0@BH'i he use an original up-to— to government into the antcchambers of powel
the- minute name to describe himself ("help- I think those who seriously want to under-
1@5$ Yfidi°@1" Perhaps - then he could gather stand and change society will stick to clas;
round himself all those "radicals" who utter analysis.
cri do eoeurs "when they realise their own - =
helplessness" and leave us anarchists alone). Tom then suggests (and here he contradicts

himself) we look to the disaffected middde
Tom thinks the ideas cf class struggle and class and especially...studcnts" as the
revolutionary anarchism are strictly nine- samiours of society. Students are not ina
teonth century, Instead, he advocates the position to change society. What can they L
ultra modern (sic) theory of co—opcratives Occupy the universities? Transform the
and communes. We had an anarchist co-oper— syllabus? Student riots may spark off a
ative commune in Leeds in the “QOs - they general rebellion (given the congruence of
were very much in vogue in the 1990s. certain factors) but by themselves students
Unfortunately it didn't outgrow the state; cannot fundamentally change society (an
the state outgrew it. Come to think of it, obvious fact that student leaders in France
Marx was criticising those people who saw the in '68 were well aware of: see the intervée=
idea of setting*up small scale versions of with Cohn-Bendit in "The Student Revolt: th
the new society as a means of changing'the activists speak": Q. So ycuwggga to destr.
present one, back in 1848 (this is how he the c apitalist system. How do you hope to
describes the utopian socialists: "they succeed? A. We shan't succeed on our own;
reject all political, and especially all we cannot make a revolution curselves",p7O
revolutionary action; they wish to attain "For us, the first step in the establishmen
their ends by peaceful means, and endeavour of a classless society must be worker's
by small experiments, necessarily doomed to control" p71 etc etc). The "disaffected
failure, and by the force of example, to middle class" are generally considered to b
pave the way for the new social gospel, the social base of fascism but I think Tom
"they" consider themselves far superior to is simply referring to student drop—outs in
all class antagonisms. They want to improve which case I have to point out that you can
the condition of every member of society, fundamentally change society by taking over
even that of the most favoured. Hence, they the DHSS offices either.
habitually appeal to society at large,
without distinction of class; nay, by The working class can change society (not
preference to the ruling class" (or as Paul because it is a"paragon of virtues" -though
might say, "the James Goldsmiths of this it may display the virtues of solidarity ar
world"); sound like anyone you know?). mutual aid) but because of its position at
Perhaps Tom's ideas aren't "years ahead" of the point of production. The social and
ours after all. economic power of the capitalist class res-

on its ownership of the means of producticé
Tom reckons that the "old notion of classes" and distribution. If the working class ta;
has become totally useless as an analytical over the latter by means of the expropriat;
tool". (One only has to open a newspaper to general strike (also known as the "general
refute that and find that capitalism, class- lockeout of the boss—class") the capitalir
es and class war didn't end with the class is made redundant. The state is the:
nineteenth century). Now, he tells us, to prevent this happening by armed might ii
"anyone can be an agent of social change". necessary; that is why it has to be over-T
Old fashioned anarchists would tend to thrown. (Some anarchists argue that a tech;
object that you have to distinguish between bureaucratic class is supplanting the
those whoa re likely to change society and capitalist class and that its power derive:
those who are likely to resist that change from the its control of the means of prod-
(after all, the wealthy, the powerful and ucticn and distribution; needless to say,
the privileged benefit from the present workers control destroys the power base of
social set—up; they don't want to see it this class as well).
changed ~nd they will use the utmost
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' ' as I asked for this debate to be carried onTom seems to think that once the working
class has taken over industry the workers without acrimony but i didn't realise then
will remain 'cogs' in an &H&rChO—SYfidlO&1iStthgt I was dealing with people who professed
"production machine". But the whole point
of taking over, of establishing workerls
self-management, is to end the alienation.

a full~blosn ideology of middle—class elitism
. _ Tony Kearney

afterthought: co~operativos and communes may
I

Q
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of work. What's the point of being in '
control of industry if you're still doing

have a role to play in overthrowing capitalis*
(the INN organizes co~operatives into the Z

boring OT daflgeffiufi OT irrelsvfifii W0fk- union as union shops) but as an alternative
-.

to the ‘class struggle they are a dead—end.
There are more things to be said on this sub ' o
ject but I'm trying to write a letter, not
a book (you could have fooled me -The
Typist). So let me finish by dealing with
Paul's offensive and provocative article.

A criticism of Tam and Paul's articles:
 gibmrstarts eff by saying that DAM's

aims and principles are 19th century;
surely what matters is how relevant the ideas

Iv -.

He tells us that an anarchist society “will of anarcho—syndicalism are today; He also
have to include evertone" (even the
bourgeoisie and the rich and powerful ._On
the Contrsfys QHQ of th@ things that definesvements of anarchists in the_past so that *
an anarchist society is the absence of such
categories of people. Some members of the
ruling class will be killed during the i
violent phase of the revolsfiibn (this is,
as Bakunin pointed out, neither ethical,
nor desirable, simply inevitable); those
whg survive that period will be ingegrated
ingo the working class which will expand
to include the whole of humanity, destroy
the division between manual and mental
labour, city and_country, and thereby
introduce the ciassless society.

Paul reckons that his ideas would appeal
more to the "James Goldsmiths of this
world" than to those he terms “the lumpen
proles". The reverse applies $0 anarchism,
therefore, I deduce that Paul is not an
anaachist. We believes that anarchism is
a product of"middle class minds". Lot me
quote Kroootkins " Not out of the univer-
sities therefore does anarchism come...
anarchism was born among the people, and v
it will continue to be full of life and
creative power only as long as it remains
a thing of the people"; “ anarchism, like
all other revolutionary movements was w
born among the people in the struggles of
real life and not in the ohilosopher's
studio.” - i v

Obviously these who through pribilege(or
privaticn) have gained a higher standard
of education can contribute a greet deal
to the elaboration of ideais cs social
emancipation, and the generous spirits
among this category will turn to the '
working class whose labour allowed them,
the pxixiiage time to study and reflect.
These who put on airs and graces and
beast of how they rose through “education
and aspiration" to the giddy heights of
the middle class are beneath contempt -
pathetic, tragi—comic figures.

I‘m sorry if this sounds bitter, especially

says that anarchists do net need tradition,
but we need to know the mistakes and achior

we can learn from theme Tom asks "What is
the working class?"— she working class is e
made up of people who work and have ne
control over that work, they are atthe bow
ttom of a.whoie,pyramid.of bosses from the
foreman or chief clerk upwards. It is a qe-
estion sf money and powere the more of each
a person has, the-more he is dependant'oni 
the police and courts to protect him and his
property; So as anarchists we have clear" w
enemies, both the repressive institutions swe
as prisdns and the people who depond'upcn"‘
them for their power and privilege.

as for the workers of Britainibeing
the capitalists of the world "relying on
the slavery of South American and Third Worlr
inhabitants foI*their eontinuingiprosperity“
this is rubfiishs Those who exploit the third
world are the rwling*c1assesin those counsel
tries, and the multinational companies. at
the time of the British empire most of the
British people were starving and living in
slums- it was the ruiers and caipitaliiste
who bonofitted from imporialisme

Tom dismisses the greater part of secs
iotyh the>wonking'class— becawse they are
chasing after consumer goods, but so is the
rest of society. The greatest hope for"ana~
rchism lies among those who are expected
to work for 50 or 60 years at jobs which;
do not interest them; Tom places his hopes
on students and the disaffected middle class
Certainly students have initiated social
uphevals— France 68 for example, but they
failed because the students failed to gain
working class support. Only in countries
such as Spain whore masses of work PS and
peasants formed the anarchist movement
was anything roally_achioved, even if only
for some three years.

Tom sags the workers should not take
over the moans of production because a 10$"
of goods are produeed.which are not=needed~

__. i _.
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andthen thepeople as a whole decide what is
fmocessary and unnecessary} Tom also says
that what is needed is groups training to
outgrow rather than overthrow the State.

Our differences liein the question of strategy
Tony and Dave are obviously convinced that
propagandising the workers is the correct and

§PP3T¢E*1Y’h@ flhinkgs like Lenin: fih§fi*§h°@ most important strategy at present. I agree -
Sfiafifi Will: uwfiifihfir awe?" bY*5@m@ m@€i¢a1 that without the workers, revolution is
process while a1ltt-fihese se-called-anar-
chists sit arounditwiddling their thumbs.
Fhc State keeps growing*stnonger and could

impossible; theyere the largest class, and
produce the goods and services necessary to
the whole community. But, I reiterate, this

1@3fir@Y‘“$ sly by nuclealiwd? OF °th@T does not make them all automatically the good
means unless we destroy it firsts It will

L-'3
0mot go away if we turn our backs to it.

guys, and the middle class automatically the
bad guys. "There is one thing worse than the

30mmun°$ aha @0"@P@TflfiiV¢$ are stone On fihé desire to command, and that is the will to
way to a free society, so is the general
strike, occupation of workplaces and armed'
struggle. I

As :fi?orPauls article "sometimes I'm"
afraid that it will be harder to bringfthe
iumpenprolcs to_eur way of thinking than*
the James Goldsmiths of this world". For
his information it is the "lumnenproles"  
who have done the fighting‘fcr inarchismt
dis idea that the middle class have pro-
duced most of the informed thought,"writingd
and actiont(?) for anarchism, and will do
so ifitthc future, is rather like the Marne
iet idea of the VanguardiParty. Certainly"
sons
have fought for anarchism, but it would not
iave harmed the anarchist; movement» much if
they ‘

obey." The majority of the working classes is
quite happy with the present system and doesnt
have either the courage, the training or the
knowledge to kick against it; in fact, far fro
displaying the virtues of solidarity and mutua
aid, many of them are willing to stab their
comrades in the back by fighting to maintain
pay differentials, or refusing to strike in
sympathy. In short, at present, the political
awareness and motivation of the workers is
very low. .

This criticism of the workers e in no way a
defense of the present system, it is merely
a recognition of our current limitations.

|-In ‘J1

Qf fihg Tichv °V@n’PTin@°S'(KT0P0*kin§ Their is no point in expecting a sudden radio»
alising of the workers unless something major
occurs to precipitate thsis; the decision to

had “CV0? Qxififififls Wha“‘“aS and is bite the hand that seems to have been feeding
important is the support of thousands of tyou is not lightly taken. Thus, propaganda
workingrpecple willing to fight, rn all
senses of the word, for an anarchist soc~

Dave Brown (DAM member)

i counter blast from Tom: t
I am oorfy that Tony assumed that the
witriolic replies to his last letter were
aimed at him personally,I thought he would
ecalise that they were written primarily to
provoke the "slumbering majority" of NEAF
into responding. This largely failed, tho‘

in the factories and work places is bound to
have a low impact for the time being; whilst
essential, it is not necessarily the most
important activity just now.

What kind of major event would radicalise the
workers? Here we must be careful not to
commit the mistakes of the Trots, and run
around trying to precipiate mpsn'The Crisis‘
by any means possible. Capitalism has devel-
oped methods of dealing with many traditionaf
means of pretest ~ strikes over pay are a
temporary annoyance to the system, not a
blow to the heart. We must analyse thewe were pleased to hear from Dave. I would ,

like to do-dscalate the debate to a more
civilized level, and hope that where prev-
ocation failed encouragement may succeed.

Ehe correspondence so far has brought out
clearly our differences, and has presented
an illusion of total disagreement. However,
our points of agreement are far more impor-
tant; we all believe thag the capitalist
system is rotten to the core,and can only be
naintained by increasingly authoritarian
techniques. We all believe that revolution
is inevitable, sooner or later, and we all
oelieve that unless the people sieze power

power structure in more detail to find out
where action will be most effective. My own
view is that the nuclear power issue is the
vital one at present. If capitalism is
allowed to expand the nuclear programme, this
will allow it to continue functioning relat—
ively smoothly. To prevent this would cause
a radical change in direction of the indust~
rialising process — it must be more decentral
ised and autonomous which can only work in
our favgur, Also, highlighting the dangers
of nuclear power will show people just what
the system is willing td do to ensure its
continuation. The endless series of accident

s 1 tint rem'nder t the oeo le
for themselves, ragher thanallowing an eliteiorve“ ag a Cois ° 1 T 9 :  1 P
"temporary" powers, we are going to be back

just how much the system cares for them as
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infifividualsf S0 #¥§’3fiFu§Ei@ha%fiin$F>fiuU: , ombourgcdssomont of tho industrial working
_:@a'I‘,P°‘f7_@1F_%1S11@i'b-,JuS11e-3- PPedl@&1 01'!-1°’ 515$. class. Murray Bookohin has pointed out that
155‘-W": 1'5 ls celilma-cl to "3119. 1P'»I'é5’°I‘ $'3T1I‘€=%‘1*°- Balcunin saw the most revolutionary classes t
. ,_ _ __ L be the uprooted peasantry and urban d.ccla.ssc$Regarding the revolution, T0“? eewg '50 Bee "tho transitional and lumpcniscd classes of
tie. worlcerrs as being automatically iin. femur aflflim tgflqy as 515033, 5;-op..°ut rout
_'_1° fie‘,-naP1°515_mv 9115- 9:11 0"’-B915 EB 501118’ WW" people like students, intellectuals and arti
“la M _]-7 again‘-"5 5*"! I °a3m°'5 °°° ‘bu-9 who ere not rooted in the factory system, anIieeeeninsz weer werkeee eee seine‘ te we-we yous workers whee allegiance to the work
§-he?" §°=m‘e1i=e* Peeler emewre 1e reeleee ethic has been shaken to cultural factors)__ e <11 eee. ee will memeere er the are the most radical elements in the world
ccurgccisic. He must fight both eq\:all'y- 1;°¢1q,=1 9°,-|;..5¢a;-91-gy Anarchism p 227,

fa a classless, free society we are
e1v1'ne- te eeeeee. net e vee1=e1'e' e’ee*e- Both ibny and Dave are ld.dc’~.ing themselves 1r
emrone who is willing *0 fiiéfi 5°!’ ‘mi-'9  they imagine that anarchism appeals to today
?b3°°‘u"° 011$"? '50 _b° "°1°°m°‘3ia 11'1'BBP°¢~'5'P materialist worker. And I'd particularly
=5-ve ,ef'1-‘1§e~ eeeuee1=1=en- of their re-rents» f-e- like to point out to Dave that tneee who
theirs class , gain in any measure from the exploitation of

_  others are themselves exploiters. It is
m“9‘11TI *'°€"'¢"n3’ ‘h‘°PP1n3 °\1*s I “mi? 55* irrefutable '=<that even today we operate a
33.8 G dinflfil‘ ccn'flnibntion 10 the I'GVU1‘ll.'t10n"" gzrgtgm ‘gf ghqap -thgrgw englaving

err 3'|'M-188190 it ieeei fee he1v1'\r1- It eves  workers in the Third world - and selling do
eewe ether mreeeee. 1=heuch~ Lfiret ef ell. or unccessary geese (in the latter category
it eheve=w"exeav1e, (re-eher --h»»=-=1 eheerzr) both weapons, and dried milk for babiee,
We e1’ee='ee'eiee- aei=c*e-Q‘-vie" were cf figure prominently). Surely 1: is morally
15"“? 'a° ’°”"h° m1°1°*“' ‘M5513’: 9'5 V0???» more wrong for workers to so exploit than
3°'°"'Z°'-“a°1“ e1"° eeee1"q1ee=.s2. ere eere‘ for capitalists since the former know whatfirlflllins to the ineivi-finale 1nve1ve¢- Afier 11: is like to be on the receiving end?
all, one of the attractions of woman is ,
J'fl?° Pmm1“°‘_it @155 mt h P°°P3-,° 3°" 3161" New I'm drooping out of this debate since,
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